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Abstract
Let B be a continuous transformation of a complex Hilbert
space 3Q onto a compl ex Hilbert space .9 such that

for ail 99 and y in 3Q. Let {03C8i} be a complete orthonormal set in H.
There exist complex constants {ci} of magnitude 1, two complexvalued continuous functions il, f2 on 3Q, each of magnitude 1,
and a subspace H1 of 2f such that for all cp
03A3ai03C8i in H:
=

1. Introduction

The purpose of this note is to investigate continuous transformations which map a complex Hilbert space 2f onto a complex
Hilbert space 9 and preserve the magnitude of the inner product
of any two vectors ep, 1jJ E 3Q. Such transformations are important
in the study of time reversal symmetries in quantum mechanics.
These transformations are discussed in Wigner’s book (1959),
page 233 and Wigner (1939), page 150.
2. Theorem and

proof

à denotes the

conjugate of the complex number a ;|a| denotes
its absolute value. (ep, 1p) denotes the inner product of two
vectors q, y in a complex Hilbert space H. If 3Qi C e, then
H~1 = {~|~ ~ H, (ep, 03C8) = 0 for all y E H1}. We assume the
subscripts labelling the basis elements are well ordered.
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THEOREM. Let B be a continuous transformation of a complex
Hilbert space H onto a complex Hilbert space 9 such that
|(~, 03C8)| for all ~ and 1Jl in H. Let {03C8i} be a complete
|(B~, B03C8)|
orthonormal set in H. There exist complex constants {ci} of
magnitude 1, two complex-valued continuous functions f1,f2 on H,
each of magnitude 1, and a subspace H1 of H such that for all
~
Iai1Jli in H:
=

=

REMARK. The theorem says that B is "almost linear"
and "almost antilinear" on H~1.
PROOF. The set

on

H1

{B03C8i} is orthonormal since

and thus (B03C8i, B1jJj)
bij. Suppose 99 is in R and
for all i. Let y in 3Q be such that By
99. Then
=

(~, B03C8i)

-

0

=

0 (the null vector). Hence cp
for all i and therefore
0.
Therefore {B03C8i} is complete in R. Hence 3Q and R are isomorphic.
Put
=

=

Since

(Byi, B03C8k)

=

constants ai1 and a2

(yi, 03C8k)

=

such that

with
and

Put
and

Then

Now suppose al =1= 0. We have

0

for k ~ 1

or i, there exist
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Hence
or

or

Observe that
So
or

or

Since
or

we

obtain from

(1 )

that

or

or

Therefore either

or

If al

=

0,

replace

in the above calculation the

subscript

1

by
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the first subscript (in the well ordering) l
i for which ai =1= 0.
Thus we conclude that if ~
laiyi, then (replacing bi by
=

=

bici):
where

(i) icil == 1;
(ii) if 1 is the first index i for which ai ~ 0 in
of the subscripts i of the basis vectors {03C8i}, then
with

g(~)

a

continuous

(iii) for i ~ l

mapping

of 2Q to the

a

well-ordering

complex plane

and

either

or

For fixed i and l,
mapping of

Yf/

=

onto the

ai/al

and

bi/bz

define

a

{~|~} E H, al(~) ~ 0, a1(~) = a2(~)
complex plane C. Let

continuous and onto

=

.

.

=

al-1(~)

=

01

and
The function bi/bl, being continuous, must map HUl either onto
al] of CU or all of CL. Hence in all of £f, bilb, can have only one
of the two forms, (3) or (4). If in £f, bilb, has the other form,
then bi/bz is not an onto mapping. Let 3Qi be the subspace in
which form (3) holds. Then from (2) we have

Putting f1(CP) g(~)/al(~)
proof of the theorem.
=

and

f2(~)

=

g(~)/al(~)

concludes the
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3. Corollaries
A transformation U : 3Q É%

2f

is

unitary

if

H is unitary
CfJ2 in H. A transformation A : H
(A~1, ACfJ2) == (~1, ~2) for all qJ1’ CfJ2 in H. A transformation C : H noto H is a multiplier transformation if for
each cp in H there exists a complex constant a~ ~ 0 such that
C~ a~~.
for all ~1,

conjugate

if

=

COROLLARY 1. For each inner product magnitude preserving
8 there
continuous trans f ormation B : H onto Je such that H~1
exists a multiplier transformation CU such that CU B is unitary.
=

COROLLARY 2. For each inner

product magnitude preserving

9 there
continuous trans f ormation B : H noto H such that H1
exists a multiplier transformation CA such that CA B is unitary
=

conjugate.
CU(CA) is the operator which multiplies all vectors of the form
aB’ljJi by cil followed by a multiplication of all vectors ~ 03A3ai03C8
in H by f-11(03A3ai~i) (f-12(03A3ai~i)).
=

4. Remarks
1. It follows

easily that a unitary transformation is linear:
U(aCfJ1+bCfJ2) aU(~1)+bU(~2). A unitary conjugate transformation A is semi-linear (or anti-linear):
=

2. For literature

on semi-linear (or anti-linear) transformations
Stone (1932), page 357, Jacobson (1943), page 26, and Dunford
and Schwartz (1963), page 1231.
see

3. A

unitary conjugate transformation K is called a conjugation
I. A transformation A : 3Q ’% 3Q is unitary conjugate
only if there is a conjugation K and a unitary transforma-

if K2
if and
tion U such that
=

This is shown
unitary since
Hence AK

=

by observing

U and A

=

that for any

UK-1

=

UK.

conjugation K,

AK is
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